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Clustering of water molecules in partially miscible aqueous solutions (with immiscibility gap) was studied by
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. Liquid–liquid coexistence curves were determined by MC simulations in the
Gibbs ensemble. Water cluster size distributions were studied in the organic-rich one-phase region. At the
coexistence curve we observe the broadest distribution of cluster sizes in agreement with the Fisher droplet
model. There are no percolating water clusters in aqueous mixtures of solutions of hydrophobic particles in
the studied concentration range. In contrast, in an aqueous solution of hydrophilic solutes crossing the
coexistence curve approximately coincides with the 3D percolation threshold of water. An infinite water cluster
(percolating cluster or droplet of the second phase) appears in an aqueous solution, when the average number of
water–water H-bonds per molecule exceeds ca. 1.6.

1 Introduction

The arrangement of molecules on a mesoscopic level essen-
tially effects all properties of fluid mixtures. Structural micro-
heterogeneities of aqueous solutions were detected in
numerous experimental studies even in aqueous solutions of
simple solutes. It is convenient to analyse such microhetero-
geneities using clustering concepts, grouping all molecules into
clusters, based on some criteria of connectivity between pairs
of molecules. The main goal of the clustering analysis is to
obtain cluster size distributions, i.e. the occurrence frequency
of cluster sizes. These distributions vary with concentration
and temperature, in particular, when approaching a possible
immiscibility gap.
Experimental studies allow to estimate the population of

various clusters in mixtures only if the effect of the cluster size
distribution on some measured properties is known. This is a
rarely the case, especially for concentrated solutions (see, for
example, refs. 1 and 2). Some information concerning cluster
populations could be obtained from mass spectra of aqueous
solutions.3 However, the relation between such spectra and
the cluster size distributions in the liquid is still unclear. Note
also that X-ray scattering measurements of aqueous solutions
in a wide concentration range were interpreted as indication
for the formation of an infinite water network, i.e. for the
appearance of a percolating cluster.4

There are two qualitatively distinct major theoretical
approaches, which predict the size distribution of molecular
clusters. The percolation theory describes the population of
clusters in a system when it approaches the percolation thresh-
old, which is indicated by the appearance of an infinite cluster.
The percolation threshold should coincide with the thermody-
namic critical point of Ising magnets and pure fluids, when the
proper criterion for a physical cluster is used.5 Indeed, this was
observed for a Lennard-Jonnes fluid, when two molecules are

considered as connected, if the magnitude of the (negative)
potential energy exceeds their relative kinetic energy6,7 (see
ref. 8 for a recent review). A line of percolation thresholds
was found above the critical temperature, while the location
(or even existence) of a percolation transition in the subcritical
region is unclear.
The Fisher droplet model9 describes the distribution of

clusters below the critical temperature both apart and at the
coexistence curve. Simulations of 2D Ising systems10 and
recent experimental studies of the multifragmentation of
excited nuclear matter11 strongly support this model. However,
its applicability to 3D Ising system is questionable12 and is
still an area of debates.13,14

Clustering, including the formation of an infinite network,
could be studied by integral equation theory15,16 or by compu-
ter simulations. In any study of clustering the choice of the cri-
teria of the connectivity between molecules has a crucial effect
on the results (see refs. 7 and 8 and references therein). Such
a criterion is physically obvious for water molecules (compared
to, for example, Lennard-Jonnes particles), as it is based on the
existence of highly-directional and short-ranged hydrogen
bonds. That is why clustering in liquid water, including the
appearance of percolation clusters, was studied in detail.17,18

Recently, water clustering was studied in tetrahydrofuran
(THF)þwater (W) mixtures in a wide concentration range
including the proximity of the rather narrow immiscibility
region.19 A two-step percolation of water was observed in these
mixtures. When the water mass fraction achieves C ¼ 0.19 a
2D percolation network occurs in the solution, while the 3D
water percolation threshold (at C ¼ 0.30) practically coincides
with the organic branch of the coexistence curve. It was found
that the two-phase region approximately corresponds to the
concentration range where both components form an infinite
3D percolation network.19 In solutions with a wider immisci-
bility gap demixing occurs at lower water concentrations,
which may be below the percolation threshold for water. The
behaviour of water clusters in such systems is not clear.
In the present paper we study the evolution of water cluster-

ing in aqueous solutions when approaching and crossing the
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organic-rich branch of a liquid–liquid coexistence curve. Two
model systems are compared: aqueous solutions of hydropho-
bic and of hydrophilic solutes, which are immiscible in wider
and narrower concentration ranges, respectively. The possibi-
lity to use the analysis of water clustering in computer simula-
tions for the location of the immiscibility region are discussed.

2 Simulation of the liquid–liquid coexistence in
the Gibbs ensemble

The location of a possible immiscibility region is a necessary
prerequisite condition to study any property of a model mix-
ture, especially molecular clustering. The only simulated
liquid–liquid coexistence curve of an aqueous solution was
reported for a THFþW mixture,20 where a five-site model
for THF21 and the TIP4P model for water22 were used. For
this mixture, multiplying the Coulombic cross-interaction
between the THF and the water molecules by a factor
f ¼ 1.2 produced an immiscibility region close to the experi-
mentally observed one (its maximal extension is from
X ¼ 0.60 to X ¼ 0.91,23 where X is the mole fraction of water).
Without scaling the Coulombic cross-interaction ( f ¼ 1.0), the
immiscibility gap is much broader20 (see also Fig. 1). So, by
varying the f factor we have the possibility to change the
hydrophobicity (hydrophilicity) of the model solute in some
range.
We consider two kinds of model THF solutes, which we call

henceforth ‘‘hydrophobic THF’’ ( f ¼ 1.0) and ‘‘hydrophilic
THF’’ ( f ¼ 1.2). If the lower value of f is used, the system size
in the simulations had to be increased significantly due to the
lower value of X at the organic-rich branch of the coexistence
curve. At values of f higher than 1.2 the application of the
Gibbs ensemble MC method becomes less reliable due to the
strong interaction between THF and water molecules.
The liquid–liquid coexistence curve of the hydrophobic

THFþWmixture was evaluated in the NPT Gibbs ensemble24

at P ¼ 1 bar. All parameters of the simulations (apart from the
f factor) were the same as in the previous studies of the co-
existence curve of the hydrophilic THFþW mixture. In parti-
cular, a cut-off for the intermolecular interactions was put
equal to 8 A with long-range corrections for Lennard-Jonnes
interaction only. The sizes of the simulation boxes varied from
ca. 23–32 Å, and the total number of molecules in the two
boxes was about 800 (see ref. 20 for other details of the simula-
tions). The obtained liquid–liquid coexistence curve of the
hydrophobic THFþW mixture is presented in Fig. 1 (the
results for the hydrophilic THFþW mixture are also shown

for comparison). The distortion of the coexistence curve at
T > 400 K is most likely due to the simulations at constant
pressure (P ¼ 1 bar), and not at the saturated vapour pressure.
At T ¼ 450 K both coexisting phases are still liquids, whereas
at T ¼ 475 K they evaporate.

3 Analysis of water clustering

Analysis of the water clustering in the hydrophobic THFþW
mixture was done for different compositions X in the
organic-rich one-phase region at T ¼ 325 K and T ¼ 375 K.
The studied systems are indicated in Fig. 1 by triangles. The
organic-rich branch of the liquid–liquid coexistence curve of
hydrophobic THFþW mixture is located at lower water con-
tents, compared to the hydrophilic THF. Therefore, essentially
larger system sizes were used for the analysis of water cluster-
ing in the former case (the size of the simulation box was
63.5� 0.3 Å for the hydrophobic THF and 26.5� 0.5 Å for
the hydrophilic THF19). To estimate the effect of the system
size on the cluster size distribution, the hydrophilic THFþW
W mixture at X ¼ 0.30 was additionally simulated in the large
box. The total number of molecules in the simulation box var-
ied from 1800 to 2300, whereas the number of water molecules
varied from 90 to 800, depending on X. For each composition
and temperature two different initial configurations were pre-
pared by a random distribution of the molecules in the simula-
tion box. After equilibration (5� 104 MC steps per molecule),
a total of about 1.5� 105 MC steps per molecule in the NPT
(P ¼ 1 bar) ensemble were done for each system, and every
1000th configuration was used for the analysis of water cluster-
ing. The obtained equilibrium densities of the hydrophobic
THFþW mixture are shown in Fig. 2 for all studied concen-
trations together with the densities of the hydrophilic
THFþW mixture.19

Two water molecules are considered to belong to the same
cluster if they are connected by a continuous H-bond network.

Fig. 1 Liquid–liquid coexistence curves of aqueous solutions of the
hydrophobic THF (solid circles) and hydrophilic THF (open circles),
see text. Triangles indicate the systems used for the analysis of water
clustering in the hydrophobic THF. X is the mole fraction of water.

Fig. 2 Density, r, of aqueous solutions and average number nH of
water–water hydrogen bonds per molecule as a funcion of the water
mole fraction X. The location of the organic-rich branches of the co-
existence curves are shown by solid and dotted arrows for the aqueous
solution of hydrophobic THF and hydrophilic THF, respectively. The
dashed arrow indicates the 2D percolation threshold in the solution
with hydrophilic THF.
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A combined energy-distance H-bond criterion was used19

(VHB��2.6 kcal mol, rO–O, HB� 3.5 Å). The cluster size distri-
bution nS(S), which is the probability to find clusters of size S
(normalized by the total number of clusters in the considered
configuration) was obtained for each concentration X. Besides,
each configuration was inspected for the presence of an infinite
(spanning) percolating cluster. See ref. 19 for more details of
the analysis of water clustering.

4 Results

In all considered hydrophobic THFþW mixtures the exis-
tence of a percolating water cluster was never observed. The
cluster size distributions of the water molecules in the studied
hydrophobic THFþWmixtures are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4
at T ¼ 325 K and T ¼ 375 K, respectively. With increasing
water concentration X the distribution nS extends towards lar-
ger cluster sizes S. The widest distribution of nS is observed
close to the organic-rich branch of the coexistence curve
(XCC ¼ 0.26 at T ¼ 325 K and XCC ¼ 0.33 at T ¼ 375 K).
Penetration into the two-phase region (X ¼ 0.30, X ¼ 0.35,
Fig. 3 and X ¼ 0.35, Fig. 4) causes a reverse trend, i.e. the
distribution of nS shrinks due to the dissappearance of the
largest clusters.
Similar trends are observed in the size distributions nS of

water clusters in hydrophilic THFþW mixtures up to
X ¼ 0.50 (Fig. 5). At higher water concentrations the beha-
viour of nS changes drastically due to the presence of the per-
colating water cluster. This quazi-infinite cluster appears as
huge hump at high S and produces a strong decrease of the
population of all finite clusters. The formation of a percolating
cluster is illustrated in Fig. 6, where the fraction S*nS of water
molecules in clusters of size S is shown for several mixtures
(the percolation threshold is located at X ¼ 0.5219).
Water clustering is essentially different when the hydropho-

bic THFþW mixture and the hydrophilic THFþW mixture
are compared at the same concentration. The size distribution
nS extends to larger sizes S and the population of small clusters
is lower in the case of hydrophobic THF (Fig. 7). For example,
the fraction of water molecules which exist as monomers (not
bound to another water molecule) in the hydrophilic THFþW
mixture is about two times higher than in the case of hydro-
phobic THF (see Fig. 8). This difference disappears at S� 8
to 10, and the population of clusters with S > 10 is higher in
the case of hydrophobic THF. The same trend appears in
the distribution of water–water H-bonds per molecule
(Fig. 9) and holds in the whole concentration interval which
has been studied (Fig. 2).

Note also that the population of the small clusters continu-
ously decreases with increasing water concentration X in both
studied systems (Figs. 3–5). This effect is clearly seen up to
S� 3 to 4 at T ¼ 375 K (Fig. 4) and extends up to S� 7 to
10 at T ¼ 325 K (Figs. 3 and 5). In the case of the hydrophilic
THF this trend disappears when approaching the coexistence
curve with the formation of the 3D percolation water cluster
(Fig. 5).
The system size has no significant influence on the distribu-

tion nS , some noticeable effects occur at large clusters only
(compare line and squares in Fig. 7).

5 Discussion

The changes of the cluster size distribution nS which are
observed when approaching the coexistence curve of the
hydrophobic THFþW mixture (Figs. 3 and 4), agree qualita-
tively with the Fisher droplet model,9 which predicts the
following behaviour of nS in the subcritical region:

nS � S�t expðSDm=kTÞ expð�AS s=kTÞ; ð1Þ

where t ¼ 2.2 is a universal exponent, Dm ¼ m� mcc is the
deviation of the chemical potential, m, from its value mcc at
the coexistence curve. s is an exponent, which depends on
the droplet shape and ranges from 2/3 (spherical droplet) to
1. A is related to the surface energy density of a droplet. The
second exponential term, related to the surface tension,
provides a relatively slow decay of nS with increasing S (due
to s< 1) and does not change, when crossing the coexistence

Fig. 3 Size distribution of water clusters in aqueous solutions of the
hydrophobic THF at T ¼ 325 K.

Fig. 4 Size distribution of water clusters in aqueous solutions of the
hydrophobic THF at T ¼ 375 K.

Fig. 5 Size distribution of water clusters in aqueous solutions of the
hydrophilic THF at T ¼ 325 K.
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curve. The first exponential term provides a rapid decay of nS
far from the coexistence curve due to a large negative value of
Dm. At the coexistence curve Dm ¼ 0 and the slowest decay of
nS with S is expected. Crossing the coexistence curve provides
Dm > 0 and should results in a strong increase of nS at high
S. Depending on their size, these large clusters may form
a ‘‘nucleus ’’ of the second phase or become unstable and
desintegrated into smaller clusters during the separation of the
system into two phases.
For infinite systems, one may expect in the whole two-phase

region contributions to nS from both coexisting phases and
eqn. (1) is no more valid. In finite systems, however, the forma-
tion of a second phase occurs not exactly at the coexistence
curve, but inside the two-phase region.25–28 The behaviour of
nS in the corresponding concentration interval (inside the
two-phase region, but in the absence of the second phase) is
not clear.
Strictly speaking, our definition of clusters is correct for the

percolation analysis, but not for droplet models. Application

of the Fisher droplet model to liquid–liquid phase transitions
requires the consideration of droplets of ‘‘opposite ’’ phase
(water-rich phase in our case), and not pure water droplets.29

In the studied THFþW mixtures we may in good approxima-
tion consider water clusters as clusters of the second, ‘‘oppo-
site ’’ phase, because its concentration is rather close to pure
water (X ¼ 0.91 and X ¼ 0.98 in the case of hydrophilic and
hydrophobic THF, respectively).
In the hydrophobic THFþW mixtures the decay of nS

becomes slower with increasing water concentration, when
approaching the coexistence curve (Figs. 3 and 4), and the
broadest nS distribution is observed close to the coexistence
curve in accordance with the Fisher droplet model.9 The pene-
tration into the two-phase region causes pronounced changes
of nS : it decays apparently more rapidly with increasing S
due to the disintegration of the large clusters. The crossing
of the coexistence curve may be detected also by calculating
the mean cluster size Smean ¼

P
S2nS/

P
SnS , and by locating

the position of its maximum in the absence of the second phase
in the simulation box (Fig. 10). At some level of penetration
into the two-phase region the formation of ‘‘nuclei ’’ of the sec-
ond phase will presumably result in the appearance of a sharp
peak at large S, separated from the main distribution nS . How-
ever, the appearance of ‘‘macroscopic ’’ clusters in the simula-
tion box is not an indication of the crossing of the coexistence
curve in finite systems.25–28

In the case of the hydrophilic THFþW mixture the beha-
viour of nS is consistent with the Fisher droplet model up to
the water concentration X ¼ 0.50 (see Fig. 5). At higher water
content the distribution nS drastically changes due to the
appearance of the infinite percolation clusters: also still in
the one-phase region, percolation clusters form a pronounced

Fig. 7 Size distribution of water clusters in aqueous solutions of
hydrophobic THF and hydrophilic THF. Systems of equal size were
used (symbols). The line shows the distribution in a system, which
contains 12 times less molecules.

Fig. 8 Fraction S *nS of water molecules in clusters of size S.

Fig. 9 Distribution of water molecules with nH hydrogen bonds to
the water molecules in solutions of hydrophobic THF and hydrophilic
THF.

Fig. 6 Fraction S*nS of water molecules in clusters of size S in aqu-
eous solutions of the hydrophilic THF as a function of cluster size
(normalized by the total number of water molecules Stot). Percolating
clusters appear as a maximum of S*nS , which is broadest at the perco-
lation threshold (X ¼ 0.53). With increasing X this maximum becomes
sharper and shifts towards higher values S/Stot .
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hump in the distribution nS at large S; the population of all
finite clusters drops sharply when approaching the coexistence
curve and formation of the 3D percolation cluster occurs. The
mean cluster size Smean , which does not include the largest
cluster, passes through a maximum in the one-phase region
close to the coexistence curve.19 Similar to the hydrophobic
THFþW mixture (Figs. 3 and 4), penetration into the two-
phase region of the hydrophilic THFþW mixture (Fig. 5)
causes a drop of the occurrence probability of large clusters
(excluding percolating clusters).
It is interesting to note that the average number of water–

water H-bonds per molecule achieves nH� 1.60 to 1.75 both
at the organic-rich branch of the coexistence curve of the
hydrophobic THFþW mixture and at the percolation thresh-
old of the hydrophilic THFþW mixture (Fig. 2). These values
are close to the value nH ¼ 1.53� 0.05 at the bond percolation
threshold for pure liquid water, obtained when varying the H-
bond definition,18 and nH ¼ 1.60, obtained near the water
liquid–vapour critical point.30 Above this value (nH� 1.60),
an infinite water cluster (droplet of second phase or percola-
ting cluster) appears in aqueous solution and in pure water.
The Fisher droplet model9 is valid for large cluster sizes,

when the potential energy per molecule does not depend on
S. Indeed, we observed essential negative deviations of nS for
small clusters with S< 10 at T ¼ 325 K in both hydrophobic
(Fig. 3) and hydrophilic THFþW mixtures (Fig. 4 of ref.
19). Note that in the Ising model this effect is noticeable for
S< 8 in 2D systems10 and for S< 11 in 3D systems.12

The change of the clustering of molecules upon penetration
into the two-phase region could be used for the location of the
coexistence curve. Recently, the appearance of ‘‘macroscopic ’’
clusters (a hump at the cluster size distribution at large S) was
proposed as an indication of the crossing of the coexistence
curve.6 However, our results as well as the results of refs.
25–28 evidence that this is not the case in finite systems (see
above). In a one-phase region the appearance of ‘‘macro-
scopic ’’ clusters may be due to an approach to the percolation
threshold in a finite system.19 Therefore, we propose another
method to locate an immiscibility region in any aqueous solu-
tion by a cluster analysis in computer simulations. It is based
on the determination of cluster size distributions with increas-
ing water concentration and an additional check for the pre-
sence of a percolating cluster. The maximum value of the
mean cluster size Smean (excluding the percolating cluster, if
it exists) will indicate the position of the organic-rich branch
of the coexistence curve. Note that the water-rich branch of

the coexistence curve may be located in a similar way by using
an appropriate criterion for the connectivity of the solute
molecules.6–8 The proposed scheme allows one to avoid simu-
lations with two coexisting phases in one simulation box (and
so, with an explicit interface). Alternatively, MC or molecular
dynamics simulations in an NPT- or NVT-ensemble could be
used, allowing one to estimate the location of the liquid–liquid
coexistence curve of an aqueous solution, when all other
available methods (simulations in the Gibbs ensemble in
particular) fail.
Our results identify three possible kinds of aqueous solu-

tions with respect to the formation of an infinite H-bonded
water network. In mixtures of the first kind with hydrophobic
solutes (like the hydrophobic THFþW mixture studied in the
present paper) the network appears only at water concentra-
tions, exceeding the concentration of the water-rich branch
of the coexistence curve. For the mixture of the second kind
with more hydrophilic solutes (like in the hydrophilic
THFþW mixture studied in ref. 19) the immiscibility region
is narrower and the water network exists both in the water-rich
and organic-rich phases. As discussed in ref. 19 an infinite
water network appears as a 2D percolating cluster at some cri-
tical water concentration and becomes a 3D percolating cluster
approximately at the organic-rich branch of the coexistence
curve. The formation of a 2D water network may be consid-
ered as a quasi-two-dimensional ‘‘ condensation’’ of water on
the ‘‘ surface ’’ of the solute molecules or of solute clusters.31

Its 2D character is indicated by the fractal dimension19 and
also by the appearance of a specific hump in the pair correla-
tion function at a water oxygen–oxygen distance of r ¼ 5.5 Å.
This corresponds to twice the distance of the first maximum
gO–O(r) (Fig. 11). The same correlation appears in the water
layer at a hydrophilic smooth surface.32 The water weight frac-
tion C ¼ 0.19 19 at the 2D percolation threshold is comparable
to the reported values C ¼ 0.10 to 0.20 for the 2D percolation
threshold of water in hydrated biological molecules.33–39

This threshold coincides with the onset of water-induced
functionality of biological molecules.
Further strengthening of the water–solute interaction shifts

the water percolation threshold towards higher concentrations

Fig. 10 Mean cluster size Smean as a function of the water concen-
tration X in hydrophobic THFþW mixtures. The location of the
coexistence curve is indicated by a dashed line.

Fig. 11 Evolution of the radial distribution function gO–O(r)*-
n*4pr2Dr within the largest water cluster in hydrophilic THFþW mix-
ture with increasing water concentration X from 0.30 (bottom curve) to
0.63 (top curve). n is the number density of water. Dashed and dotted
lines indicate the position of the tetrahedrally bound
second neighbours and twice the distance of the first maximum of
bulk water, respectively.
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and makes the solution completely miscible (mixture of the
third kind). We may expect that in such solutions there is a
concentration interval where both components are below their
respective 3D percolation thresholds.19 This assumption agrees
with experimental studies4 and should be tested by computer
simulations.
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